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Zamru L’Adonai B’Khinor  (Nava Tehila)              

Zam'ru l'Adonai b'khinor, b'khinor v'kol zimra.

(Sing to Adonai with strings with the voice of melody. Psalm 98:5)
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Lighting a Yahrtzeit Candle

[Light yahrtzeit candle before reciting]

We light this candle in memory of all those people whose lives touched our own.

We light it for our grandmothers, grandfathers, mothers, fathers, sisters, brothers, 

daughters, sons, wives, husbands, partners, lovers, aunts, uncles, cousins, and 

friends.

We miss you. 

We light this candle in memory of those who have touched our lives with their 

work as artists, writers, musicians, activists, advocates, and political figures. We 

are grateful to you.

We light this candle in memory of all those people whose lives did not touch our 

own but whose absence we remember tonight nonetheless.

We light this candle for the stranger, for the immigrant, for the refugee.
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We light this candle for victims of violence and war.

We light this candle for victims of disease, for victims of natural disasters, 

for victims of hunger and poverty, for victims of accidents.

For the good we will not know because you are not here, we light this 

candle to remind us that your dreams and visions of a better world are now 

ours to bring to reality. 

May your memories be for a blessing.
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Lighting the 
Holiday 
Candles
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Vayomer Adonay: Salachti Kidvarecha
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Barechu
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Ma’ariv Aravim
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Ha-Ma’ariv Aravim (Linda Hirschhorn)

Hama’ariv, hama’ariv, hama’ariv aravim.

Bekhochmah poteakh she’arim,

uvitvunah meshaneh itim,

golel or mipnei khoshech vekhoshech mipnei or

Hama’ariv aravim.

Hama’ariv, hama’ariv, hama’ariv aravim.

Umakhalif et haz’manim, umesader et hakochavim

golel or mipnei khoshech vekhoshech mipnei or

Ha ma’ariv aravim.

Hama’ariv, hama’ariv, hama’ariv aravim.

Borei yom valailah, umavdil bein yom bein yom valailah le’olam 

va’ed, 

golel or mipnei khoshech v’khoshech mipnei or

Ha ma’ariv aravim.

Hama’ariv, hama’ariv, hama’ariv aravim.
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Ahavat Olam
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Shema
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Mi Chamocha (Linda Hirschhorn)

Mi chamocha ba-eylim Adonai

Mi chamocha neh’dar ba-kodesh

Norah t’hilot oseh feleh.

Malchutcha ra’u banecha u-v’notecha;

Boka’at yam lifney Moshe u-Miri’am

Zeh Eyli anu v-amru

Ha-Sh’china timloch l-olam va-ed

Aht brucha Sh’china go’elet b-chol g’ula.

 (Who is like You among the forces? Who is like You amazing in wonder? 
Your power was witnessed by Your children as the sea parted before 
Moses and Miriam. “This is my Power!” they said, “The Eternal will reign 

‘til the end of time.” Blessed are you Sh’china, freeing through all acts of 
liberation.)
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Hashkiveynu
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Yechaper Aleychem
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Amidah
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Shalom Rav,

B’sefer 
Chayim
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Ya’aleh Tachanuneynu
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 Ya’aleh tachanuneynu (Linda Hirschhorn, Burt Jacobson and David 

Cooper, translation)

Ya’aleh tachanuneynu mey-erev. 

V-yavo shavahteynu mi-bokehr

V-yey’ra’eh, v-yey’ra’eh, rinuneynu ahd ahrev.

Ya’aleh koleynu mey-erev.

V-yavo tzidkahteynu mi-bokehr

V-yey’ra’eh, v-yey’ra’eh, pidyoneynu ahd ahrev.

Ya’aleh inuyeynu mey-erev.

V-yavo slichateynu mi-bokehr
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V-yey’ra’eh, v-yey’ra’eh, na’akahteynu ahd ahrev.

Ya’aleh m’nuseynu mey-erev.

V-yavo l’ma’ano mi-bokehr

V-yey’ra’eh, v-yey’ra’eh, kipureynu ahd ahrev.

 

(May our petitions rise out of the night, our cries rise out of the dawn, our joyous 

songs out of the dusk. May our voices rise out of the night, our vindication out of the 
dawn, our liberation out of the dusk.  May our affliction rise out of the night, our 
pardon out of the dawn, our cries out of the dusk.  May our refuge rise out of the night, 
and for your sake out of the dawn, our atonement out of the dusk.)
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Darkecha (Chasidic)

Darkecha Eloheynu l-ha’arich apecha.

La-ra’im v-la-tovim v-hi t’hilatecha.

(Your love Holy One, Embraces both the bad and the good. This is Your 
praise.)
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Thirteen 
Attributes of 
God’s Mercy 
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Shema Koleynu
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Ki Anu Amecha
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Ashamnu
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Al Cheyt
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Avinu Malkeynu

Avinu malkeynu, chonenu va’anenu                             
ki eyn banu ma’asim                                                         

asey imanu tzedakah va’chesed vehoshi’enu. 

Imenu rachamenu, chonenu va’anenu                 
ki eyn banu ma’asim                                                          

asi imanu tzedakah va’chesed vetoshi’enu.

Our father, our King

Our mother, our Compassionate One 

Be gracious with us and respond to us,               

for we have no deeds to justify us;                         

deal with us in righteousness and love,               

and save us now.
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Avinu Malkenu Petitions

By Zoë Faivre Werth 

Arise, rejoice in the night at the beginning of your watch: pour out your heart as 
water before the face of Adonai. (Lamentations 2:19)

For Yom Kippur: Repentance, Atonement, Teshuvah 

Imeynu rachamenu, in keeping with your abundant compassion, blot out all my 

transgressions. (Psalm 51:3)

 Adonai, my rock and my redeemer: May the words of my mouth and the 

meditation of my heart be acceptable to you. (Psalm 19:15)

 Avinu malkenu, turn to us so that we may be turned. (Lamentations 5:21)

 God who judges, hide your face from my sins. (Psalm 51:11, Psalm 50:6)

Adonai, my allotted share and my cup’s portion, let me return to you. (Psalm 
16:5)
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Protection, Strength

 My strength, my hiding place, my fortress, my rescuer, my rock in whom I seek 

refuge, shelter me in your pavilion, grant me the protection of your tent. (Psalm 
18:3, Psalm 27:5)

You who drew me from the womb and made me secure at my mother’s breast, 
shelter and protect our children and all the children of the world. (Psalm 22:10)

Strength of the weary, give us the strength to persevere in difficult situations. 

(Isaiah 40:29) 

Rescue, Freedom

My deliverer, deliver those who are oppressed. (Psalm 18:47)

Adonai, who saved me from the lawless, remember those who live unprotected 

because of laws that are written inequitably.  (Psalm 18:49)

You who brought me out to freedom, liberate now those who are living in 

slavery, even today. (Psalm 18:20)

You who glide on wings of the wind, carry to freedom those who suffer. 

(Psalm18:11)
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Justice, Peace, Values 

You who put an end to wars, breaking the bow, snapping the spear, and burning 
the wagons of battle, bring peace to us and all the world.  (Psalm 46:10) 

You whose every deed is faithful, help me to be faithful to my values. (Psalm 
33:4)

 Avinu malkenu, you whose eyes scan the nations, guide our leaders to paths of 

justice and truth.  (Psalm 66:7)

 Imenu rachamenu, you, whose justice is like the great deep, let your justice roll 

down like water and righteousness, like a never-ending stream. (Psalm 36:6, Amos 
5:24)

 You whose royal scepter is a scepter of equity, bring us to a day when the gates 

of justice and opportunity open to all.  (Psalm 45:7)

 You whose power holds the mountains fast, help us to hold fast to our 

convictions.  (Psalm 65:7)

You who know the secrets of our hearts, let us not be humiliated by others, and 

let us not humiliate others.  (Psalm 44:21)
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Healing, Help, Comfort, Guidance

 You who put my tears into your flask, comfort my grief. (Psalm 56:9)

 Avinu malkenu, you who lead me beside still waters, help me to give up anger and 

abandon fury.  (Psalm 23:3, Psalm 37:7)

 You upon whom we call in time of trouble, give us refuge in the shadow of your wings. 

(Psalm 50:15, Psalm 57:2)

 You who still the raging sea, the raging waves, help me to find peace. (Psalm 65:8)

 Imenu rachamenu, our Healer, heal us. (Deuteronomy 7:15)

 You who set the moon and stars in their place, set my feet on the right path. (Psalm 8:4)

 True counselor, help us to recognize and uphold the truth.

 Shechinah, my shepherd, renew my life and guide me in right paths, the paths of your 

steadfast love. (Psalm 23:1, Psalm 25:10)

You who ride on the storm clouds, help us to weather the storms of life.  (Psalm 68:4)

 You who light my lamp and illuminate my darkness, help me to find the answers to the 
questions I am too afraid to ask.  (Psalm 18:29) 
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You who know the secrets of the heart, comfort me, protect me, help me to find 

fulfillment. (Psalm 44:2)

Family, Community

Imenu rachamenu, you who open our lips, show us how to speak to our families in 
ways that build their confidence and not in ways that tear it down. (Psalm 51:17)

Our inspiration and fulfillment, grant to us strong and fulfilling friends and 
friendships.

Tender parent, help us learn to understand the needs, fears, and desires of our 
children.

 Avinu malkenu, whose steadfastness reaches to the sky, help us to support our 
partners and children when they need support.  (Psalm 57:11)

You whose faithfulness is as high as heaven, help us to support our partners in ways 
that are truly supportive. (Psalm 57:11)

Our help in time of trouble, instill in us the compassion to respond to those in our 
community and in the community at large in their hour of need. (Psalm 46:2)

Avinu malkenu, teach us to be examples for our children.

Compassionate one, help us to understand and support our parents, so that they 
feel loved.
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Source of life, grant to our community the strength to be a source of support 

and pleasure for one another.

Nature, Creation

You who ride the clouds and cause the rocks to bring forth sweet water, let 
the rain that falls upon us from the heavens be clear and sweet living water. 

(Psalm 68:4, Nehemiah 9:15)

You who visit of the earth and water it, teach us to draw from your 

abundance so that all may drink. (Psalm 65:10)

You who can melt the earth with the utterance of your voice, shield us, so 

the sun will not smite us.  (Psalm 46:6, Psalm 3:4, Psalm 121:6)

You who know every bird of the mountains, teach us to guard and protect 

the realms of your creatures.  (Psalm 50:11)
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Rejoicing

You who put joy in my heart, fill our mouths with new songs. (Psalm 4:8, Psalm 40:4)

Elohim, my delight and my joy, let us rejoice until the end of our days. (Psalm 43:4)

Restorer of souls, restore our soul to joy.  (Psalm 23:3)

You who guard me like the apple of your eye, grant me the joy of your presence.  

(Psalm 17:8)

 There is a river whose streams make glad the city of God, the holy dwelling places of 

the most high. (Psalm 46:4)

 The heavens declare your glory, and the sky shows the work of your hands.  

(Psalm 19:2)

May the words of my mouth and the reflections of my heart be acceptable before 

You - my rock and redeemer. (Psalm 19:15)

 You have heard the request of the lowly. You prepare their heart. (Psalm 10:17)
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Aleynu
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Mourner’s Kaddish
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Or Zaru’a


